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We designed and experimentally demonstrated an on-chip
Fourier transform spectrometer on silicon-on-sapphire.
The spectrometer comprises an array of twelve Mach–
Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) with linearly increasing
optical path delays between MZI arms. The propagation
loss of 5.2 dB/cm has been experimentally observed for
the strip waveguides. The retrieval of an optical spectrum
is demonstrated with an inter-band cascade laser centered at
3.3 μm. The resolution is better than 10 cm−1. © 2019
Optical Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.44.002883

Optical spectroscopy is an indispensable tool in numerous areas
including optical communication, sensing, material analysis,
and medical applications. The advance of the on-chip spec-
trometer empowers compact, low-cost spectroscopy operating
for portable sensing and enhancement of lab-on-a-chip [1–4].
Since the optical path length limits the spectral resolution,
particularly high performance spectrometers, which rely on dis-
persive components, are inevitably bulky and expensive [5].

Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS) is a technique that
measures the spectrum with the interference of light instead
of dispersion [6]. An infrared spectrum represents a fingerprint
of a material with absorption peaks that corresponds to the
frequencies of vibrations between the bonds of the atoms mak-
ing up the material [7]. Compared to dispersive optics or filter-
based spectroscopy approaches, the primary advantages of FTS
include high optical throughput, thereby larger signal-to-noise
ratio, compact size, and high sensitivity [8–12]. A typical FTS
is composed of an infrared source, a Michelson interferometer
(MI), a detector, and a He–Ne laser for alignment and position-
ing. The whole system is bulky, heavy, and sensitive to envi-
ronmental fluctuations (vibration, etc.). These disadvantages
make it an unsuitable method for many resource-restrained
applications, such as airborne and space borne applications.
Integrated photonics provides a potential solution. Several
attempts have been reported in recent years, but most of them
are in the near-infrared wavelength range, which corresponds
to the overtone of molecule vibration, and therefore lacks

sensitivity and specificity [13–15]. In this paper, we report the
experimental demonstration of an on-chip FTS at the mid-
infrared wavelength range, which shows the potential to achieve
high resolution and wide wavelength range at on-chip FTS.

Typical benchtop FTS is based on the MI. The path length
difference is generated by moving the mirror in one arm of
the interferometer [1]. This configuration cannot be easily
implemented on-chip, as physically changing the position of
a component on-chip is challenging. Although micro-electro-
mechanic systems (MEMS) can move components, the moving
distance is very limited, and the operation voltage is high
[16–18]. The proposed on-chip FTS is shown in Figure 1(a).
The FTS is formed by an array of twelve Mach–Zehnder inter-
ferometers (MZIs) with linearly increased path length difference
ΔLi (i � 1, 2…12). The spectrum can be retrieved with the in-
terferograms from the twelve channels through discrete Fourier
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic structure of the designed MZI array.
(b) Schematic of the strip waveguide (h � 600 nm). (c) Effective
index of TE0, TM0, and TE1 when waveguide width varies from
0.5 to 2.5 μm. Dashed line represents w � 1.2 μm. Circles represent
the anti-crossing point.
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transform, as shown by Eq. (1) [19]. The phase change is
converted into an intensity change using interferometric
schemes. The detected intensity is a cosine function of the path
differences, which is the fundamental relation in the FTS:

P in�σ� � ΔxPin � 2Δx
XN

i�1

F�xi� cos 2πσxi: (1)

Here, σ is the wavenumber, and σ � σ − σmin is the shifted
wavenumber, where σmin represents the minimum wavenum-
ber. xi is defined as xi � neffΔLi. Δx represents the increment
of the path length difference between the adjacent two MZIs.
neff is the effective index of the strip waveguide, and ΔLi is the
physical length difference. Pin represents the total power of the
input light source. The interference term F�xi� is defined as [19]

F �xi� �
1

Bs
�2Pout

i − AsPin�: (2)

Pout
i denotes the output power of the ith MZI. The equation is

derived based on the assumption that the coefficients As and Bs
are wavelength independent [19]. These coefficients comprise
the coupling and loss coefficients of the MZI components, re-
spectively. The wavenumber resolution δσ of the spectrometer
is determined by the maximum interferometric delay Δxmax,
which is the delay corresponding to the most unbalanced
MZI in the array [19]. To resolve two monochromatic signals
with wavenumbers σ and σ � δσ, the respective interferograms
differ by one fringe, equivalent to the interferogram phase
change of 2π:

Δφ � 2π�σ � δσ�Δxmax − 2πδσΔxmax � 2π: (3)

Thus, δσΔxmax � δσneffΔLmax � 1. The maximum path delay
of the arrayed MZI is, therefore,

neffL � 1

δσ
: (4)

The number of discrete points N in the interferogram is deter-
mined by the Fourier sampling theorem [19]. For the spectral
power non-vanishing only within the range Δσ, the spectrum
pin�σ� is fully specified by sampling the interferogram at an
interval not exceeding spectral intervals �2Δσ�−1. In other
words, the minimum number of sampling points is

Nmin � 2
Δσ
δσ

� 2
Δλ
δλ

, (5)

where Δλ is the wavelength spectral range of the spectrometer.
To resolve the two peaks in the emission spectrum of the inter-
band cascade laser (ICL), the resolution should be better than
10 cm−1, corresponding to an neffΔLmax of 0.1 cm. Here, neff .
ΔLmax � 0.12 cm is chosen to assure that the distinguishing of
the two peaks can be demonstrated experimentally.

The FTS is designed based on the strip waveguide, the sche-
matic of which is shown in Fig. 1(b). The waveguide width (w)
is scanned, and the corresponding neff is plotted in Fig. 1(c).
The height of the waveguide is 600 nm. In this demonstration,
the waveguide width is 1.2 μm to assure a single TE mode
is supported by the waveguide, corresponding to an neff of
2.643. According to Eq. (5), a minimum number of twelve
MZIs is required. Thus, the path length difference increment
was ΔL � 41 μm.

The devices are fabricated on a silicon-on-sapphire (SOS)
platform with a 600 nm silicon layer on a 500 μm thick

sapphire substrate. The major fabrication steps are summarized
in Fig. 2. A 130 nm silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer is first depos-
ited on top of the silicon layer using plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) as a hard mask for the pattern
transfer. All the components, including sub-wavelength grating
(SWG) couplers, strip waveguides, and MZIs, are patterned in
one step using the JEOL JBX-6000FS electron-beam (e-beam)
lithography tool with ZEP-520A e-beam resist, followed by de-
veloping in n-Amyl acetate for 2 min, and rinsing in isopropyl
alcohol. The e-beam resist pattern is next transferred to SiO2 by
reactive ion etching (RIE) using CHF3 and O2 at 400 V DC
bias and 40 mTorr pressure. Following this, the pattern in SiO2

is transferred to silicon by inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
etch using HBr and Cl2 at 400 W ICP power, 200 W RF
power, 10 mTorr pressure, and 20 Torr He flow for backside
cooling. Finally, the chip is cleaned using Piranha and followed
with cycles of Piranha/HF post process treatment.

The fabricated FTS chip is shown in Fig. 3(a). A penny is
put next to the chip to show the size of the chip. An optical
microscopic image of the dashed area is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
cross-section scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
fabricated strip waveguide is shown in Fig. 3(c). The fabricated
SWG coupler is shown in Fig. 3(d). Compared to the device at
the telecommunication wavelength, e.g., 1550 nm, the feature
size at 3.3 μm is much larger. Thus, the charging accumulation
effect of e-beam lithography is fierce and needs to be compen-
sated in advance to assure a precise transfer of patterns into the
silicon.

To test the fabricated grating couplers and waveguides, a
mid-infrared set up has been built in-house, as shown in
Fig. 4. The 3.3 μm ICL from Thorlab is used as the light
source, which is driven by a Thorlab laser driver and temper-
ature controller. Aspheric lenses are used to collimate the light
from the ICL and coupled into a ZrF4 fiber. The fiber is
mounted on a 10 deg wedge sitting on a high precision stage
to couple light into the on-chip circuit. The light coupled out
from the chip is collected by another ZrF4 fiber. An InSb de-
tector with responsivity of 3.73 A/W is used to capture the
optical signal. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, a locked-
in amplifier is used with a chopper frequency of 300 Hz.

Grating couplers can selectively excite one of the modes and
suppress others when designed properly. Coupling efficiency
for different incident angles of the TE polarization slot mode

Fig. 2. Fabrication process. (a) PECVD growth of 130 nm SiO2 as
hard mask. (b) e-beam lithography. (c) Etch SiO2 with RIE. (d) Etch Si
with ICP and post-fabrication treatment with Piranha/HF.
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is measured and compared with the simulation results, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). The maximum coupling efficiency is
achieved with 14 deg incident angles, while the simulation
shows the maximum coupling efficiency at 12 deg, which is
observed in Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows the measured loss from
five strip waveguides with lengths ranging from 2.5 to 15 mm.
The error percentage of the photodetector is observed less than
1%. By performing a linear fit to the data, a propagation loss of
5.2 dB/cm is obtained for the strip waveguide. Since the maxi-
mum physical path length difference is only 0.454 mm, and the
targeted resolution is not high, the loss induced errors can be
ignored.

Figure 6(a) shows the output interferogram of the twelve
MZIs for the measured wavelength range compared with the

simulation results. Since Δxmax is small, the dispersion differ-
ence between the two arms of the MZIs is negligible. Besides,
the bandwidth of the grating coupler is large compared to the
wavelength spectral range of the spectrometer, and the effect of
wavelength dependent coupling efficiency is small. Therefore,
the assumption that As and Bs are wavelength independent is
valid in this demonstration. Reasonable agreement between
measured output power and simulation results are observed
and are shown in Fig. 6(a). The discrepancies are primarily
caused by the fabrication induced phase errors. The retrieved
spectrum is shown in Fig. 6(b). The red curve is the spectrum
of the ICL obtained from a benchtop FTS system with 2 cm−1

resolution. The circles are obtained by applying Eq. (1) on the
interferogram obtained from the twelve MZIs. The blue curve
is the cubic fitting of the data. The two peaks of the ICL spec-
trum are successfully distinguished by the on-chip FTS. Higher
resolution can be achieved through increasing the number and

Fig. 3. (a) Fabricated FTS chip. A penny is put next to the chip to
show the size. (b) Optical microscopic image of the dashed area.
(c) Cross-section of the strip waveguide. The SEM image shows
the trenches with 4 μm width for each side and strip waveguide with
1.2 μm width. (d) Top view of the fabricated SWG coupler. Inset:
soomed-in view of the SWG structure.

Fig. 4. Schematic of the experimental setup. Light from the ICL is
collimated and coupled into the ZrF4 fiber. SWG couplers are lever-
aged to couple light into and out from the MZIs. The output light is
collected by the InSb detector.

Fig. 5. (a) Grating coupler’s coupling efficiency as a function of
coupling angle. (b) Measured loss of strip waveguides fabricated on
SOS operating at 3.3 μm wavelength.

Fig. 6. (a) Simulation and measurement results (power-effective
length difference) obtained for the output power of the MZI array.
(b) Power versus wavenumber results of the measured Mach–
Zehnder waveguides that show that the output could detect the input
spectrum most clearly.
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the maximum path length difference of the MZIs. However,
when the path length difference becomes large, the dispersion
and the propagation loss must be taken into consideration.
Thus, Eq. (1) needs to be revised to include these factors.
In this case, As and Bs become wavelength dependent.

In summary, we demonstrated an on-chip FTS on a SOS
platform with a resolution better than 10 cm−1. The retrieval
of the ICL spectrum is demonstrated. The resolution can be
further improved by increasing the integration density or
employing slow light effects. Besides, advanced retrieval meth-
ods, such as the compressed sensing spectroscopy, can be used
to reduce the number of MZIs [20].
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